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Abstract: Genome editing is an emerging, new breeding technology with numerous potential applications in plant breeding. In Europe, genome editing is regarded, in legal terms, as a genetic
modification technique, hence plants obtained using these methods fall under the legislation for
genetically modified organisms (GMOs). Despite the opportunities that genome editing brings to
the plant sector, it also poses challenges to the regulatory system. For example, the enforcement of
labelling and traceability requirements for GM foods and feeds may be impossible for small genome
edits that are indistinguishable from natural mutations. In order to discuss potential adaptations
of EU legislation with stakeholders from the Dutch plant breeding sector, five different scenarios of
future regulation of plants obtained by means of genome editing were elaborated. These scenarios
were discussed in depth, along with the potential applications of genome editing in plant breeding,
as well as challenges and opportunities. Stakeholders particularly indicated their preference for new,
future-proof legislation in the long term, which will also include products of novel technologies.
Finally, we discuss potential short-term amendments to current legislation, including the exemption
of certain small mutations, that would make it align with regulation of genome edited plants in
non-EU countries.
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1. Introduction
Plant breeding aims to combine desirable characteristics in crop plants, for instance to
increase yield, improve disease resistance or tolerance to heat. Historically, crop breeders
relied on conventional breeding methods, such as crossing and backcrossing, to introduce
beneficial characteristics. By also using marker assisted selection, plant breeders have more
insight and understanding into the traits that are passed on to their novel cultivars.
With the development of genetic modification tools, plant breeders can introduce
specific genetic sequences encoding desirable characteristics in their cultivars. In recent
years, new breeding technologies, such as genome editing, have further expanded the plant
breeding toolbox. These biotechnological tools may supplement conventional breeding
strategies in the development of cultivars with desirable traits.
Policy makers are faced with diametrically opposed arguments in favor or against
the utilization of new breeding technologies (NBTs) in plant breeding. On the one hand,
for example, these tools may be used to improve food security, safety, and nutritional
characteristics, while on the other, these tools may be seen as novel techniques of genetic
modification for which the risks are not yet fully understood. In the EU for instance,
regulatory approval and pre-market safety assessment are required for products resulting
from these novel technologies according to the EU legislation on genetically modified
organisms (GMOs).
Here, we present the current developments in modern plant biotechnology as well as
the challenges and opportunities they offer, and implications for the plant breeding sector.
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Furthermore, we report results from discussions with relevant stakeholders from the plant
breeding sector on potential scenarios for the regulation of these modern technologies.
These legislative scenarios describe how small genome edits may be regulated since certain
genome editing processes result in small genetic alterations resembling natural genetic
variation. Finally, potential changes to regulation of genome editing are presented, which
may aid in alignment with other nations’ regulation of genome edited plants.
2. Recent Developments in Utilization of Genome Editing Tools in Plant Breeding
Important developments in modern plant biotechnology have in recent years resulted
in genome editing technologies that enable the targeted modification of genetic sequences.
Genome editing technologies can be used to make modifications as small as single nucleotide alterations in pre-defined locations in the plant genome. The main genome editing
techniques include zinc finger nuclease (ZFN), transcription activator-like effector nuclease (TALEN), clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR) and
CRISPR associated protein (Cas). Particularly CRISPR-Cas has proven a useful tool in the
development of new crops.
Genome editing technologies are versatile tools that in many cases make use of
nucleases (or site-directed nucleases (SDNs)), which all function in a similar way by
introducing a double strand DNA break in a target region. After introduction of this DNA
break, the host’s DNA repair machinery will start mending the gap either by means of
the non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) pathway or through homology directed repair
(HDR) when a suitable template sequence is available. Genome editing tools can be used
to introduce genetic alterations ranging from small indels (SDN-1), as small as a single
base pair, resulting from NHEJ; targeted small alterations introduced by means of HDR
using a DNA repair template (SDN-2); or larger transgenic sequences introduced by HDR
(SDN-3) [1]. Moreover, genome editing can be used for the introduction of various valuable
traits, such as increased stress tolerance or disease resistance, or for the improvement of
quality and yields [2]. Utilization of CRISPR-Cas-based methods for crop improvement
have so far yielded various modified plant species [3], such as herbicide-resistant rice [4],
powdery mildew-resistant wheat [5], β-carotene-rich bananas [6] and rice [7], soybean with
improved oil quality [8], and waxy corn with higher yield [9].
The emergence of NBTs, such as genome editing, is challenging the current regulatory frameworks that exist for new plants and varieties. In Europe, genome editing has
been identified as a technique of genetic modification. In a ruling of the Court of Justice
of the European Union (CJEU) in 2018 [10] it was clarified that organisms obtained by
mutagenesis techniques, which includes genome editing, are GMOs. Plants created by
means of genome editing must conform with the legislation for GMOs, regardless of the
type of modification that is introduced (i.e., SDN-1, SDN-2, and SDN-3), since all these
genome editing techniques have been developed after 2001, the year in which the current
EU legislation was implemented. Following this ruling, the Council of the European Union
requested the European Commission to perform a study on new genomic techniques. This
study includes amongst others; the advancement in new genomic techniques, the risk
assessment of agri-food crops developed using these techniques, as well as societal and
ethical aspects of gene editing technologies [11].
Different strategies may be employed to regulate plant varieties resulting from genome
editing, as can be seen when comparing the regulations worldwide. In some jurisdictions,
certain edits without introduction of foreign DNA, i.e., SDN-1, are not considered to be
GMO by law (Australia [12]), or are exempted from regulations (USDA [13]). In Canada, a
product-based regulation is in place, that requires all plants with novel traits to be approved,
regardless of the origin of the trait [14].
3. Genome Editing in the Plant Sector: Opportunities and Challenges
Utilization of genome editing in crop breeding innovation offers certain advantages
for the development of novel crop plants with enhanced traits. Compared to conventional
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genetic modification strategies and random mutagenesis (e.g., by means of chemical
treatment or ionizing radiation), genome editing tends to be more efficient, precise, and
may reduce development time [15]. Furthermore, it is estimated that genome editing can
shorten plant breeding programs considerably, by up to four to six years depending on the
crop [2]. Innovative plant breeding companies have embraced the utilization of genome
editing for the production of enhanced crop plants, such as sulfonylurea herbicide-tolerant
canola (Cibus, San Diego, CA, USA), cyst nematode-resistant rice (Evogene, Rehovot,
Israel), and mildew-resistant wheat (Calyxt, Roseville, MN, USA).
The advantages offered by genome editing allow plant breeders the flexibility of introducing minor genetic changes in target genes comparable to induced random mutagenesis
but without introducing additional random mutations elsewhere in the genome. Additionally, many plant traits are polygenic and influenced by more than one gene, meaning
that multiple edits are required to alter the phenotype of a crop, which may be difficult to
achieve through random mutagenesis. However, introduction of edits at multiple sites in
the genome is achievable using genome editing, for instance by means of multiplex CRISPR
technology [16]. Concerns raised by the application of genome editing technologies in
food production may be alleviated when plant breeding companies introduce transparent
and well-established risk assessment strategies in their breeding programmes. Such a
strategy may benefit the plant breeding sector, especially in times of rapid development of
biotechnological tools.
As mentioned above, genome-edited plant varieties are legally deemed GMOs in
the EU and therefore require approval for market release and cultivation according to
specific GMO regulations. This standpoint on genome-edited GMOs, including those with
only minor genetic alterations (i.e., SDN-1 genome edits), influences many aspects of the
plant breeding sector, such as the need to compile extensive safety dossiers as well as their
competitiveness with companies in regions with less strict GMO regulations. Conversely,
the current situation may also be seen as beneficial, for instance the current GMO legislation
in the EU provides clear boundaries. Another advantage of current regulations is that they
extend the segregation between GMO and non-GMO plant products to genome-edited
and non-edited products, hence not putting the integrity of “GMO and genome-editing
free” labelling at risk. This also upholds the freedom of choice for farmers not wanting
to grow genome-edited products or feed them to their animals, and for consumers who
are reluctant to buy any derived products. The current GMO regulation may also be in
line with the current public opinion on GMOs [17,18]. However, public opinion on GMOs
may vary significantly per EU member state and may shift over time. In addition, as the
European Commission pointed out in their 2021 study on new genomic techniques, this
legislation poses challenges for its implementation. Moreover, it has already required
legal interpretation in order to clarify if and how this legislation addresses new genomic
techniques, which has proven contentious for stakeholders. For these and other reasons,
the Commission explored in its report the question whether an update of legislation
was needed [11].
Besides challenges for plant breeders, strict regulation of genome-edited crops also
poses issues for authorities. As part of the application for placing a GMO on the market, the
applicant is required to submit a specific detection and identification method for the GMO.
This should also be required for genome-edited plant varieties, since organisms obtained
by genome editing techniques are regarded as GMOs. Current market control strategies
for GMO products rely on so-called event-specific detection methods, which can be used to
detect and identify unique DNA sequences at the junction where foreign DNA is integrated
into the plant’s genome [19]. In specific cases, genome-edited plants may carry integrated
foreign genetic material introduced by means of SDN-3 type edits, which is distinguishable
from native DNA and therefore detectable. Genome editing is frequently used, however, to
introduce small genetic changes that are indistinguishable from natural mutations. These
small genome edits can be detected using current detection methods, such as qPCR or
DNA sequencing but it will be impossible to unequivocally prove that these have resulted
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from the use of genome editing technologies instead of other breeding practices. A recent
study on the detection of genome-edited plants claimed that an introduced genome edit
can be detected using PCR-based detection methods [20]. However, in a response to this
study the European Network for GMO Laboratories (ENGL) concluded that this analytical
method cannot be used to distinguish between natural mutations or mutations resulting
from genome editing [21] Therefore, as mentioned by the ENGL in 2019, traceability of
genome-edited plant products lacking a unique DNA signature will not be possible [22].
4. Potential Scenarios for Regulation of Modern Biotechnology
As mentioned above, under the current legislative situation in the EU, genome-edited
crops and products of other new breeding technologies are regarded as GMOs based on
the technique used to create them, even though any introduced small genome edits may
be indistinguishable from natural small mutations. The current regulation of genome
editing technologies and potential changes to legislation were discussed with relevant
stakeholders.
A total of 13 stakeholders from the Dutch plant breeding sector, representing academia
(1/13), interest groups from the sector (2/13) and plant breeding companies (10/13), participated in our workshops on the challenges and opportunities of genome editing techniques,
as well as the current regulation of the application of these novel technologies. Five different potential legislative scenarios concerning GMO regulation and how to regulate
products from genome editing were drawn up and discussed during these workshops.
These five legislative scenarios are as follows:
1.

Current EU situation

The current EU GMO regulations are retained, meaning that all genome-edited organisms (SDN-1, SDN-2, and SDN-3 edits) are regulated as GMOs. Pre-market approval is
required according to Directive 2001/18/EC for the deliberate release of GMOs into the
environment, such as for cultivation. Placing on the market of GMOs and derived products
as foods or feeds is defined in Regulation (EC) 1829/2003, any GM products also require
labelling as stated in Regulation (EC) 1830/2003.
2.

Exemptions for small genome edits

The current GMO regulations are retained, as in scenario 1; however, small genome
edits are exempt from regulation. Included in the exemption are SDN-1 edits, resulting
from DNA repair following NHEJ, and SDN-2 edits resulting from DNA repair using a
template DNA sequence. These SDN-1 and SDN-2 type edits are treated the same way as
random mutagenesis. Products containing SDN-3 edits require approval according to the
EU GMO regulations in this scenario.
3.

A product-based approach

Novel organisms, including GMOs, require regulatory approval based on the novelty
of introduced traits and associated risk characteristics. Organisms with novel genetic alterations, without a history of safe use or which pose potential risks to health or environment
must be assessed for their safety. This would also include traits conferred by novel genome
edits, be it SDN-1, SDN-2, or SDN-3 type edits. Applicants will be able to consult with
authorities whether their product is novel or not and if so, a safety evaluation dossier will
have to be submitted for pre-market approval.
4.

Altered GMO definition

The legal definition of what constitutes a GMO, as stated in Directive 2001/18/EC, is
altered to exclude certain genome-edited organisms that have been created without the
introduction of foreign DNA (e.g., vectors, repair templates). This would exclude SDN-1
type genome edits, that were created without the introduction of DNA constructs (for
instance by introduction of CRISPR-Cas9 ribonucleoprotein complex). Applicants may
consult with authorities whether their product is a GMO and if so, a pre-market approval
is required under current EU GMO legislation.
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5.

Altered risk assessment requirements

Due to the high precision of genome editing technologies the guidance for risk assessment is altered and the current EU GMO regulation is retained. Amendments are
introduced in the risk assessment guidance, whereby requirements for the more precise
SDN-1, SDN-2 and SDN-3 edited organisms are reduced. Data requirements may, for
instance, be limited to molecular characterization, bioinformatics, and phenotype analysis.
A number of these scenarios reflect current regulatory systems in place globally.
The Canadian regulation for novel organisms, food, and feed follows a product-based
approach, similar to scenario 3, where novel products are evaluated based on the novelty of
the product [23]. Furthermore, scenario 4 is comparable to the legislation currently in place
in Australia where a modified organism in which the genetic alteration did not involve the
introduction of foreign genetic material is not regarded a GMO [24].
Following a short introduction on these potential scenarios, participants were asked
to rank the scenarios from most (rank 1) to least (rank 5) preferred (Table 1). Results from
the rankings were used to calculate the average score per scenario, which resulted in the
final ranking in Table 1. Participants were asked to explain their rankings, leading to
further discussions on these scenarios. Participants’ views on the scenarios are further
elaborated below.
Table 1. Participants’ ranking of potential legislative scenarios.
Rank

Scenario

No. 1–Most preferred

Scenario 2 (exemptions for small gene edits), average rank score 1.4, (ranked No. 1 by 7 out of
13 participants)

No. 2

Scenario 4 (altered genetically modified organism (GMO) definitions), average rank score 2.4, (ranked
No. 2 by 7 out of 13 participants)

No. 3

Scenario 5 (altered risk assessment requirements), average rank score 3.8

No. 4

Scenario 3 (a product-based approach), average rank score 4.2

No. 5–Least preferred

Scenario 1 (current EU situation), average rank score 4.7, (ranked No. 5 by 5 out of 13 participants)

5. Dutch Stakeholders’ Views on Potential Legislative Scenarios
Stakeholders were asked for their opinion on the five scenarios mentioned above and
their preferences were discussed as well as potential changes to these regulatory scenarios.
A summary of benefits and concerns for each scenario raised by relevant stakeholders is
presented in Table 2. Participants unanimously agreed with the fact that any changes to
legislation should provide clear guidelines, should be based on scientific evidence, and
should consider the benefits of genome editing. All stakeholders preferred a change from
the current GMO regulation. Exemption of small gene edits from GMO regulation (scenario
2, ranked most favorite by 7 out of 13 participants) or changing of the GMO definition
(scenario 4, ranked second most favorite by 7 out of 13 participants) were preferred as
these were regarded to be feasible solutions that can be implemented in a relatively fast
manner. Both the product-based approach (scenario 3) and decreased risk assessment
requirements scenarios (scenario 5) raised several concerns, about uncertainty (“what is
regarded as novel?”, “will products be accepted when a safety dossier with a reduced
amount of data is submitted?”), the fear for lengthy and costly approval procedures, as
well as the fact that labelling may still be required. However, positive remarks were also
voiced about these two scenarios: One stakeholder preferred the flexibility and case-by-case
nature of a product-based approach and two stakeholders favored altered risk assessment
requirements since it means that adaptation of legislation is not required. The current EU
GMO legislation (scenario 1, ranked least favorite by 5 out of 13 participants) was least
popular amongst stakeholders because it hinders the competitive position of European
companies and is not a feasible situation in the long term since products from genome
editing cannot be regulated according to current EU GMO regulation. Stakeholders did
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appreciate the clarity of current EU regulation, particularly the clear boundaries that are
defined for what constitutes a GMO and what not.
Table 2. Relevant stakeholders’ remarks to different regulatory scenarios.
Scenario

Benefits

1—Current EU situation

1.

2—Exemptions for small gene edits

1.
2.

Concerns

Clarity of the legislation, clear
boundaries are defined in current
legislation on what constitutes a
GMO and what does not

1.

Fast and feasible solution
to implement
Clear distinction between host’s
and foreign DNA

1.

2.
3.

2.

3—A product-based approach

1.

Use of this approach together with
Convention on Biological Diversity
(CBD) definition of living modified
organisms may offer flexibility

1.
2.

3.

4—Altered GMO definition

1.

Fast and feasible solution

1.
2.

5—Altered risk assessment requirements

1.

Since legislation does not need to be
adapted, implementation can
be quick

1.

Impact on global
competitive position
Not feasible for the long term
Risk of utilization of new breeding
technology (NBT)-derived plants
from outside the EU, which are
impossible to detect
May not be future-proof, other
changes may be required, such as a
multi-tiered approach to cover
NBTs and other novel technologies
in legislation
Adding many exemptions to
legislation may harm
social acceptance
Uncertainty about what is
deemed “novel”
Fear of a lengthy and costly
approval procedure due
to uncertainty
Uncertainty whether products from
conventional breeding with novel
traits require approval
May negatively impact
social acceptance
Unclear whether site-directed
nuclease (SDN)-2-type edits are
also included in this scenario
Difficult to predict whether
products will be accepted

Taken together, relevant stakeholders preferred a relatively quick adaptation of current
regulation, either through the exemption of certain genome edits from current regulation
or by changes to the definition of what constitutes a GMO. However, it was mentioned
that these options can be regarded as “quick fixes”, and that they may not be future-proof.
With such changes, there is still a need to prepare legislation for future developments in
biotechnology. Furthermore, stakeholders stress that care should be taken not to introduce
too many exemptions to regulation as these may be negatively perceived as workarounds
to the regulatory system, and that exemptions should be science-based.
6. Potential Changes in Regulation
The current regulatory framework for GMOs in the EU follows a process-driven approach. Within this framework it is assessed whether a modification has been introduced
in an “unnatural” way. Organisms harbouring such unnatural modifications are regulated.
Certain random mutagenesis techniques, such as mutagenesis by means of ionizing radiation, are considered to be GMO techniques according to the GMO Directive but are exempt
from regulation owing to their history of safe use. The CJEUs ruling in Case C-528/16 on
the scope of the GMO Directive explicitly precludes new mutagenesis methods from the
list of exemptions, as only techniques with a substantial application and a long history safe
use may be exempted from GMO regulation. The ruling states that products resulting from
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new mutagenesis may be produced faster and in larger quantities than products resulting
from conventional methods of random mutagenesis techniques with a history of safe use.
In the view of the CJEU, the precautionary principle still applies to these new techniques
of mutagenesis which have largely been developed since the enactment of current GMO
legislation (Directive 2001/18/EC), and that therefore organisms produced using new
methods of mutagenesis cannot be excluded from the scope of the GMO Directive. Moreover, the CJEU argues that the same types of modification could be achieved with these
new mutagenesis methods as through transgenesis, and that therefore the same protection
should be afforded against associated risks to human health and the environment [10].
Based on the information at hand about genome editing and associated issues concerning detection and traceability [22], changes to current regulation are required to provide
clarity for developers wishing to use these novel biotechnological tools. Potential amendments to current regulation could entail minor adaptations, for instance the addition of
SDN-1 type genome edits to the list of exemptions to GMO regulations. In discussions
with relevant stakeholders this example scenario was preferred, especially when SDN-2
type gene edits were also included in the list of exemptions.
Any new amendments to regulation should preferably gather broad support from
different sections of society. Recent surveys on food safety and food-related risks in the
EU have shown that a significant number of European citizens are concerned about genetically modified ingredients in food products. A limited number of respondents named
genome editing as primary food risk (4% EU-wide) in the latest Eurobarometer survey, but
this may be due to unfamiliarity with genome editing technology. Only 21% of respondents confirmed that they heard about genome editing compared to 60% for genetically
modified ingredients [18].
Based on the concerns regarding the application of biotechnological tools for the
enhancement of crops there is a need to include the public in the decision-making for the
regulation of NBTs. In a recent report on the ethics of genome editing, the European Group
on Ethics in Science and New Technologies (EGE) considers and discusses the application
of genome editing through an ethical analysis [25]. In their analysis the EGE states the
benefits of genome editing technologies, in particular CRISPR-based methods, but also
focuses on issues such as the impact of genome editing on biodiversity and food security.
7. Discussion
In our workshops with stakeholders from the plant breeding sector, preferences for
legislative scenarios were discussed. The scenario where SDN-1 and SDN-2 type genome
edits are exempt from GMO legislation, was preferred the most as this amendment can
be quickly applied to current regulation. Such an adaptation of legislation would, at least
for now, make it internationally more aligned with other jurisdictions such as the United
States, Australia, Japan, and Argentina.
For competent authorities, which enforce legislation, currently it is possible to detect
known SDN-1 and SDN-2-type DNA alterations, however this does not confirm whether
these are the result of genome editing. Furthermore, it will be difficult without prior
knowledge of the genetic alterations to detect the presence of unauthorized genomeedited products in imported food or feed. Exemptions from regulation for SDN-1 and
SDN-2 type genome edits, as these are similar to mutations introduced by conventional
breeding practices, would alleviate the need to submit a detection method to comply
with the current regulatory system. At the time of this writing, no reliable detection
method exists that can provide unequivocal evidence that can demonstrate that a product
is the result of genome editing technologies. It can also be argued on these grounds
that, for example, plants produced from SDN-1 applications do not pose higher risks
than those from conventional breeding (e.g., [26]). Nonetheless, the CJEU clarified that
exempting these newer techniques from the scope of GMO regulations would depart from
the precautionary principle underlying the current legislation of GMOs within the EU,
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since only those organisms are eligible that have been obtained with techniques with a
long record of conventional application and safety.
Recently, a study on the status of genome editing under EU law, ordered by the
Council of the European Union, was published [11]. This report focused on genome
editing in general, where besides agri-food, medical and industrial applications were also
evaluated. It concluded that the current regulations are “not fit for purpose”, for genome
editing, and that they should be changed in such a way that recent scientific insight and
technological developments are considered. The report concludes that a future study is
needed to address the question if and how the legislation should be updated, to make it
both future proof and resilient [11].
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

The conclusions presented in the European Commission study were largely similar
to our findings regarding the situation under EU law. For example, the challenges
for detection, as we discuss under heading 3, are also recognized in the European
Commission study. Concerns regarding the current EU legislation are also acknowledged, such as the competitive disadvantage for the sector, the ill-suitedness of
current GMO regulation for the future, as well as missed opportunities of not using
new technologies.
An important difference between our study and the recent report is that in our
workshop, there were only relevant stakeholders from the plant breeding sector,
mainly scientists from plant breeding companies as well as from academia, while
in the European Commission study also views from member states and inter alia
environmental NGOs were taken along. Differences on safety of new genomic
techniques and labeling were touched upon in our stakeholders’ discussion but are
addressed more into detail in the European Commission study [11].
The discrepancy between the stakeholders’ perspective on a suitable regulatory
scenario on the one hand, and that of the general public on the other hand (such
as may be derived from the Eurobarometer) is more pronounced in the European
Commission study. Dialogue may be able to bridge the gap to some extent, in helping
to increase understanding and awareness with regards to new biotechnologies.
However, chances of reconciling opposing views on genome editing may be limited if
the history and development of the GMO debate are an indication for this discussion.
A suggestion for the way regulations could be altered is not given in the European
Commission study, although it is recommended to look for ways that would futureproof legislation in a way that considers benefits as well as concerns.
Narrowing the discussion to one topic at a time may enable targeted discussions and
political decisions. In practice, this may mean separating the discussion on application of genome editing in crop plants from discussions on medical applications and
applications in micro-organisms and animals. Divergences in stakeholders’ views
from the animal and microbial biotechnology sectors from those of their counterparts
from the plant breeding sector, for example, also became evident in the discussions
we had during workshops with these groups (no details provided here).
Finally, more international alignment of the legislation on genome editing of plants
is something to strive for in the long run. Due to the various regulations in countries worldwide, differing either in detail or in essence of the legislation, global
harmonization is still out of reach [27].

8. Concluding Remarks
In the EU, novel crops developed using genome editing technologies are regarded as
GMOs, irrespective of the type of introduced edit (i.e., SDN-1, SDN-2, or SDN-3). As is also
noted in the recent study on new genomic techniques by the European Commission, new
breeding technologies, including genome editing, may contribute to sustainability in the
European agri-food sector, and that future-proofing of regulations should consider such
benefits as well as concerns, such as impacts on organic farming practices.
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In our discussions with stakeholders from the Dutch plant breeding sector a scenario
where SDN-1 and SDN-2 type genome edits are exempt from GMO regulation was preferred. This would also align with the regulatory route taken by various international
trading partners of the EU, and hence help to prevent undue trade disruption through
diverging legal requirements and restrictions between exporting nations and the EU as
a large importer of agri-food commodities. While the stakeholders consider this the best
short-term adaptation to legislation on genome editing techniques, they stress that other
changes may be needed in the longer term to render legislation future-proof. Such legislation should adequately deal with any other new technology and should preferably be
aligned with other nations’ regulations on genome-edited agri-food products.
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